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New TMW ‘Parts Room’ App Streamlines Inventory Management for Users
of TMT Fleet Maintenance and TMT Service Center Solutions

Innovative app enables parts professionals to save time and improve accuracy of multiple
inventory management processes in fleet maintenance and retail service center environments

NASHVILLE, TN (PRWEB) February 27, 2017 -- TMW Systems today introduced a mobile app that enables
trucking fleet maintenance and service center personnel to perform a variety of parts inventory management
processes quickly and easily using their Android or iOS devices. The new TMW Parts Room app, introduced in
conjunction with this week’s TMC Annual Meeting and Transportation Technology Exhibition, is available for
users of the company’s TMT Fleet Maintenance and TMT Service Center solutions.

“Fleets and service center operations are challenged to reduce parts inventory and labor costs while improving
service levels – and they can do both with the help of a modern shop management solution,” said Caroline Lyle,
vice president, marketing, TMW. “TMW Parts Room streamlines the physical inventory process, which enables
users to save time and improve accuracy and control in this cost-intensive area.”

With the new Parts Room app, the parts manager or other employees can use their Android or iOS device to
perform a complete physical inventory for the parts room, or narrow the list by bin, part number range or part
type. Several filters are available to further streamline the process, including the ability to scan only uncounted
parts or parts that show a quantity variance. Users also can scan the part number for lookup in conjunction with
an inventory adjustment.

Functionality available to administrative users of the Parts Room app includes reviewing open inventories,
closing completed inventories and performing a quick adjustment for a single part.

TMT Fleet Maintenance is a comprehensive maintenance management solution designed to streamline in-house
maintenance and repair operations, and track and monitor outsourced maintenance activities for audit and
vehicle lifecycle reporting. TMW’s TMT Service Center solution is designed for medium and heavy-duty repair
businesses.

To learn more about the new Parts Room app and the TMT Fleet Maintenance or TMT Service Center solution,
please visit the TMW Systems exhibit (2244) at the TMC Transportation Technology Exhibition, contact your
TMW representative, or call (440) 221-2020.

About TMW Systems
TMW is a leading transportation software provider to commercial and private fleets, brokerage and 3PL
organizations. Founded in 1983, TMW has focused on providing enterprise software to the transportation
industry, including asset-based and non-asset-based operations as well as heavy-duty vehicle service centers.
With offices in Cleveland, Dallas, Indianapolis, Nashville, Oklahoma City, Raleigh, and Vancouver, the
company serves over 2,000 customers, including many of the largest, most sophisticated and complex
transportation service companies in North America. TMW is a Trimble Company (NASDAQ: TRMB) and part
of the international Transportation and Logistics Division.
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Contact Information
Drew Shippy
Pinnacle Media
+1 (330) 688-3500

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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